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so dominant that those opposing it shall not only be unable to speak against it, but

shall be completely eradicated from the earth.

the quesjiori of the relationship of
(3 3/4) . . . sometimesj what we learn from od's Word to the material that we learn from

other sources of information is considered to be a difficult and complex question.

Actually, however, it is quite simple. The Bible is the Word of God, the world is the

creation of God, God cannot lie, His creation and His Word cannot possibly disagree.

However, Interpretation OF of the creation that He has made is often very difficult, Men

can easily make mistakes. The interpretation of the Word sometimes involves complexities.

Men can jump to unwarranted conclusions. Thus interpreters of the Word and interg eters

of the world can disagree, but scientiest and Bible scholars can disagree, but science,

true science and true Bible, and the true meaning of the Bible are bound to be in harmony

since God is the author of both.

The Bible believer never has reason to be limited in any way in his freedom of

research. All the universe that God has set before us is here for, is put in our hands

and it is his will that we should investigate it in every way that we can. We are

supposed to do it, and to bring it , to put it to use. It is God's will that we use the brains

He has given us. Observation, induction., deduction, reflection, all of these are part

of His purpose for our life here. Everything that we learn from them is to be treasured,

However, we in this field, as in all others, there is the possibility of making

mistakes.

The greater part of what we learn from the Bible, while being just as definitely

scientific and reasonable as anything we learn by our observation or deduction deals

with data iich we could not possibly reach, except if Gods Word did not make them

available to us. When the Bible, where the Bible deals with materials that do relate to

that which we can observe, we then have the duty of seeing how our observation and

the Biblical statements fit together. We must not jump to conclusions from Biblical state-
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